We describe the effectiveness of interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) with tournament-style evaluation, aiming to reduce the evaluation load of IEC users. In tournament-style evaluation, users evaluate candidate solutions using a paired comparison. We use three evaluation objects (music, animation, and images) and evaluate the performance of three methods. The first is a normal interactive genetic algorithm (NIGA), which is a conventional 10-stage evaluation. The second is a tournament-style evaluation with two levels (T2), which evaluates only the superiority or inferiority of two candidates. The third is a tournament-style evaluation with four levels (T4), which progressively evaluates the superiority or inferiority of two candidates. We inspect the effectiveness of tournamentstyle evaluation by numerical simulations using an evaluation agent that imitates human's Kansei and an evaluation experiment with real users. The simulation results and experimental results show that T2 and T4 more effective for reducing evaluation load of IEC users than NIGA.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) is a method used to support the development of products. IEC employs Kansei engineering techniques to study interactions between a product and its users. While users want products to be functional, IEC systems help designers to develop products that can also satisfy subjective and emotional preferences of users [1] . Researchers have studied various IEC systems, including image-retrieval systems [2] , clothing-design systems [3] , sign-sound-generation systems [4] , hearing-aid-fitting systems [5] , and robotaction-generation systems [6] . These studies apply various methods to help users evaluate product solutions.
The methods used to evaluate IEC can be roughly classified into (1) methods that provide evaluation values for all candidate solutions for a product that are presented to users, and (2) methods that help the evaluator to determine candidate solutions of a product those are liked by users. In both types of methods, users are required to compare a large number of product solutions. Therefore, when users have to compare candidate solutions that are similar, the evaluation of each candidate becomes difficult. Moreover, when evaluating music or animation products, it is impossible to simultaneously present all candidate solutions to the user. Therefore, candidate solutions are presented sequentially. Hence, when users are required to evaluate a large number of candidate solutions, both types of methods face a major problem.
Several methods have been used in IEC systems to reduce the evaluation load of users. Researchers have discovered that simple evaluation processes are more effective [1] . Numerous IEC systems use an evaluation interface to present multiple candidate solutions to users simultaneously. Through this interface, users are allowed to evaluate candidate solutions. Paired comparison methods, which allow users to select among two candidate solutions at a time, are more effective than methods that employ a 5-or 10-stage evaluation. Paired comparison methods are preferred because they reduce the evaluation load of users.
However, in the paired comparison method, in each generation, user must perform (n (n−1)/2) candidate evaluations, where n is the number of candidates. For example, for 16 candidates, a user must perform 120 evaluations in each generation. Therefore, because the number of evaluation becomes large, it is difficult to obtain an accurate evaluation value for each candidate solution. Johanson proposed a merge sort technique that allows users to evaluate paired comparisons of candidates [7] . However, the problem of this method is that the number of evaluations becomes enormous. To reduce the number of evaluations of paired comparisons, researchers have proposed tournament-style evaluation of candidate solutions to obtain relative evaluation values. According to this method, the user compares two candidates and selects the preferred one. Next, the user compares the preferred candidate with another, makes another selection, and so on. The above-mentioned studies also evaluate effectiveness of this tournament-style procedure [8] [9] [10] [11] . Specifically, in each generation, user performs (n − 1) candidate evaluations, where n is the number of candidates. For example, for 16 candidates, the user performs Tournament-style Evaluation using Kansei Evaluation Hiroshi TAKENOUCHI*, Masataka TOKUMARU** and Noriaki MURANAKA** 15 evaluations in every generation. Clearly, the number of evaluations in the tournament-style method is lower than that in the paired comparison method.
However, whether a candidate is chosen or rejected during each round of the tournament-style evaluation might not necessarily provide an appropriate evaluation value for each candidate. Lim et al. point out these concerns but do not study the evolution of candidate solutions [8] . Moreover, they do not study to what extent these concerns adversely affect the performance of evolution in IEC.
Angeline et al. proposed an improved tournament-style evaluation, wherein superiority and inferiority of two candidates is progressively evaluated [9] . This improved method produces evaluation values that are more appropriate than those obtained from normal tournament-style evaluations. However, they do not evaluate the idea and did not evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the evolution of this method.
Watanabe et al. studied effectiveness of a tournamentstyle evaluation applied to a hearing-aid-fitting system [10] . Their results show that a tournament-style evaluation is more effective in reducing the evaluation load of users than a conventional 5-stage evaluation method. However, they do not address tournament-style evaluations that progressively evaluate superiority and inferiority of two candidates.
In this study, we verify effectiveness of tournamentstyle evaluation in terms of the usability and performance of evolution. We implement a tournament-style evaluation for a specific application and conduct an experiment with real users to evaluate effectiveness of IEC with a tournament-style evaluation. Specifically, we evaluate the performance of three methods. The first is a normal interactive genetic algorithm (NIGA) that uses a conventional 10-stage evaluation. The second is a tournament-style evaluation with two levels (T2) that evaluates only the superiority and inferiority of two candidates. The third is a tournament-style evaluation with four levels (T4) that progressively evaluates the superiority and inferiority of two candidates. The interface that most effectively reduces evaluating load varies depending on the type of objects being evaluated. Therefore, we use three evaluation objects (music, animation, and images) and observe the satisfaction levels of real users for candidates generated by the evaluation experiment. Finally, we evaluate the usability of each evaluation interface used.
To confirm the effectiveness of the tournament-style evaluation method, we consider the following two questions: (1) Are the optimization performances of T2 and T4 equal to that of NIGA? (2) Does the user perform fewer evaluation loads with T2 and T4 than with NIGA?
Answering the first question is essential when attempting to reduce the evaluation load of users. Tournament-style evaluation produces an evaluation value for each candidate on the basis of whether it is chosen by the user in each round. The evaluation values of each candidate solution, unlike superiority and inferiority values, obtained by combining the results of all rounds. Therefore, a candidate not chosen in the first round is given a low evaluation value, independent of its original evaluation value. To evaluate effectiveness of these methods, we performed a numerical simulation using an evaluation agent that imitates a human's Kansei. Specifically, in the numerical simulation, we used NIGA, T2, and T4 to quantitatively compare the evolution performance of the algorithm.
To answer the second question, we perform an evaluation experiment with real users and study the evaluation load of the users for each method. In the evaluation experiment, we study the satisfaction levels offered by the chosen candidate to the user and the usability of the interfaces used.
In Section 2, we describe T2 and T4 methods used in our numerical simulation and evaluation experiment. In Section 3, we describe the numerical simulation performed to evaluate the performance of NIGA, T2, and T4, and in Section 4, we present the simulation results obtained. In Section 5, we describe the evaluation experiments performed using real users, and in Section 6, we describe the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses possibilities of future research.
TOURNAMENT-STYLE EVALUATION

T2
In general, tournament-style evaluations are used in sports and gaming events. During each round of tournament evaluation, the user judges superiority and inferiority of two candidates. Therefore, tournamentstyle evaluations can reduce the evaluation load of IEC users. Figure 1 shows the candidates evaluation during a tournament-style evaluation. We use a GA and select candidates, labeled p 1 − p 16 , which are randomly arranged in a tournament table. During each round, the user selects two candidates on the basis of pairing in the tournament table in Figure 1 and judges their superiority and inferiority. First, the user judges the superiority and inferiority of p 1 and p 2 . Next, the user judges the superiority and inferiority of p 3 and p 4 . Because p 2 and p 4 win the first round, they reach quarter-finals. The round is completed by comparing p 15 and p 16 . Next, the quarter-finals are sequentially conducted, starting the round by evaluating p 2 and p 4 . When the final round is completed, each candidate is assigned an evaluation value.
T2 assigns evaluation values according to the number of victories of each candidate. In Figure 1 , because p 4 is the winner of the tournament, it is assigned a value of 10. Because p 15 won in the semi-finals but lost in the final of the tournament competition, it is assigned a value of 8. Because p 7 and p 10 lost in the semi-finals, they are assigned a value of 6. Similarly, because p 2 , p 5 , p 12 and p 13 are lose the quarter-finals, they are assigned a value of 4. The remaining eight candidates defeated during the first round are assigned a value of 2.
Because the best candidates are assigned high evaluation values, the tournament-style evaluation determines with high probability the best candidates who should be used during the next generation of evaluation. For 16 candidates, the conventional IEC evaluation method requires 16 evaluations in each generation, whereas the tournament-style evaluation, which applies paired comparisons, requires 15 evaluations. To compare two candidates in each round, the tournament-style evaluation requires 30 confirmations in each generation. However, in the conventional IEC evaluation, the user rarely confirms each candidate only once to assign an evaluation value. In general, the user confirms candidates several times and often revises evaluation values. Furthermore, when a user evaluates objects such as music or animation, because the user must sequentially confirm 16 patterns, it is very difficult to evaluate candidates. In this case, when T2 is used, the user compares two patterns and judges only superiority and inferiority of candidates. Hence, when T2 is used, it can be assumed that the evaluation load of the user is reduced.
However, when T2 is used, the pairing of the candidates strongly affects the evaluation value of each candidate. If a candidate competes with an excellent candidate during the early rounds of the tournament and is defeated, it is assigned a low evaluation value at an early stage, even though the candidate was originally assigned a high evaluation value. In addition, if this candidate participates during only one round of the tournament, it is possible that inferior candidates will be assigned higher evaluation values. These types of contradictions of evaluation values obstruct the evolution of solutions. To address this problem, a tournament-style evaluation that progressively evaluates superiority and inferiority of two candidates has been proposed [9] .
T4
In T2, because users compare pairs of candidates and evaluate only their superiority and inferiority, errors may be generated. Specifically, because competing candidates are evaluated relative to each other, users do not judge whether candidates are good or very good. For example, one candidate may be defeated during the first round, and his/her opposing candidate may eventually win the entire tournament-style competition. In this case, if the difference between the preferences of the two competing candidates is small, a high evaluation value should be assigned to the defeated candidate. To accommodate this situation, T4 progressively evaluates superiority and inferiority of two candidates.
First, candidates generated by a GA are randomly arranged in a tournament table. Next, the user evaluates superiority and inferiority of two presented candidates p i and p j , and judges a graded superiority and inferiority for each candidate; for instance, "p i is very good" and "p j is good." When the user completes the final round, each candidate is evaluated to determine whether the difference in the quality of the competing candidates is large or small.
In Figure 1 , p 4 is the winner of the tournament and is assigned a value of 10. Candidates p 15 , p 7 , p 2 , and p 3 lost to p 4 . Thus, if it is determined that "p 4 is very good," candidates who lost are assigned a value of (10 − a). Similarly, if it is determined that "p 4 is good," candidates who lost are assigned a value of (10 − b) . The values a and b are positive integer that satisfy (10 > a > b) and are called evaluation subtraction values. When the difference between the quality of a loser and the winner of a round is large, the loser is assigned a value of (q − a). Conversely, when the difference between the quality of a loser and the winner of a round is small, the loser is assigned a value of (q − b). Here, q is the evaluation value of the winner of the round. For example, in quarter-final between p 2 and p 4 , if p 4 is good, the loser of the round, p 2 , is assigned a value of (10 − b). When the difference in quality between p 1 and p 2 is large, the loser of the first round, p 1 , is assigned a value of ((10 − b) −a). 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulation
To evaluate the evolution performance of NIGA, T2, and T4 methods, we performed a numerical simulation using an evaluation agent that imitated the Kansei of a user. The simulation generates evaluation agents using a bit strings and these agents models the potential Kansei of a user. The evaluation characteristics of the agent capture the Kansei of a real user. Real users can have several preferences for clothing designs or color combinations. For example, when clothing designs are chosen, it is possible that two designs are preferred. Therefore, to reproduce an evaluation of a candidate solution that is characteristic of real users, the evaluation agent must capture this complex Kansei.
To compare the evolution performance of NIGA, T2, and T4 methods, we need to set GA parameters to optimize the performance of each method. First, we determined mutation rate, which is a common parameter in each method. Next, for the T4 method, we determined the threshold, θ, and the evaluation subtraction values, a and b, that are used to judge a candidate as "very good" or "good" (10 > a > b), respectively. Table 1 shows that the parameters, predetermined by the simulation, for three methods. The selection operation of GA uses normalized evaluation values in the range 0 − 100. The mutation operation of GA flips each genetic locus of all candidate solutions with the mutation rates. The simulation was performed using the parameters given in Table 1 . To remove the probabilistic influence, we performed 100 trials. The simulation results in Section 4 shows mean values of 100 simulation trials.
Evaluation of candidates using the evaluation
agent First, we describe the expression method used by the evaluation agent. The evaluation characteristics of the agent capture the Kansei of a real user as close as possible. In general, real users do not evaluate clothing designs or color combinations using a single preference; i.e., typically, real users have several different preferences.
Moreover, the strength of the preference of real users varies for each design. For example, users evaluate clothing designs on a rating scale that ranges from "like" to "do not like at all." Thus, the evaluation characteristics of real users are complex. We refer to this evaluation as "evaluation in a complex Kansei space." In the simulation, to closely reproduce the judging behavior of real users, we attempt to replicate this evaluation in a complex Kansei space.
Next, we describe the method used to perform evaluations in a complex Kansei space. In a complex Kansei space, a candidate solution is evaluated on the basis of the bit pattern of the evaluation agent and several randomly created weighted bit patterns. First, the bit pattern of the evaluation agent is assigned a weight w 0 = 1.0. Next, we randomly create several bit patterns that differ from the bit pattern of the evaluation agent. Then, these bit patterns are assigned weights ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. The evaluation of a candidate in a complex Kansei space is performed using (i) the Hamming distances between weighted bit patterns and the candidate solution's evaluation target, and (i i) the weights assigned beforehand. The evaluation value of the complex Kansei space is termed as fitness and is expressed as follows:
Here, w i represents the weights assigned to bit patterns by evaluation agents (randomly created weights); n represents the number of randomly selected weights, and wl i is the weight corresponding to the Hamming distances between weighted and evaluated bit patterns corresponding to an evaluation target of a candidate solution.
In Equation (1), when the bit pattern of the candidate solution's evaluation target matches weighted bit patterns, the evaluation value of the candidate solution is set equal to the weight of the matched bit pattern. Conversely, when the bit pattern of a candidate solution does not match a weighted bit pattern, its evaluation value is computed on the basis of the weighted bit pattern, the bit pattern of the evaluation agent, and the weights of the Hamming distance between weighted bit patterns and the candidate solution's evaluation target. In addition, wl i is computed as follows: (2) Here, l i is the Hamming distance between weighted bit patterns and the candidate solution's evaluation target and 
k is the scaling number of the Hamming distance. From the simulation performed beforehand, we determined that n = 4, k = 3, and the weights of the randomly generated bit patterns are 0.8, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1. Hence, the weight of the bit pattern of the evaluation agent, w 0 is 1.0 and the weights of the bit randomly generated patterns w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , and w 4 are 0.8, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1, respectively. The randomly generated bit patterns were different in each simulation.
The evaluation agent computes evaluation values of candidate solutions using Equations (1) and (2) . In NIGA, the evaluation agent computes the evaluation value of each candidate solution by multiplying the fitness by 10 and rounding the result to the few first places. In T2 and T4, the evaluation agent computes the evaluation values of two competing candidate solutions using Equations (1) and (2) . In each competition, the evaluation agent selects candidate solution with the highest evaluation as the winner. In the simulation, we use the absolute grading value, which is the mean value obtained by multiplying the fitness of the elite candidate solution, obtained by the evaluation agents in each generation, by 10. Figure 2 shows an example of a visualization of a complex Kansei space. A Kansei space is a multidimensional space. The multiple peaks of the Kansei representation are due to the nonlinear evaluation process used in the original Kansei space. To visually confirm this, we represent a multidimensional Kansei space in the three-dimensional space as follows:
The number of bits of the evaluation agent, i.e., the number of dimensions of the Kansei space, is 20. The x-(y)-axis represents the value that converts the first (latter) 10 bits of the bit string of the evaluation agent into a decimal number. The z-axis represents the evaluation value computed using Equations (1) and (2). In the three-dimensional plot shown in Figure 2 , evaluation values are computed by replacing the Hamming distances in Equations (1) and (2) with the Euclidian distances. In Figure 2 , the region with lower evaluation values forms a valley. In this region, the preference of the user is weak. Regions with higher evaluation values form mountains; in these region, the preference of the user is strong. Using this approach, we visualize a complex Kansei space.
Fluctuation of evaluation values
During IEC evaluation, the evaluation of users may change because they are forced to evaluate many candidate solutions in a short time. Therefore, the evaluation agent of a complex Kansei space needs to capture the fluctuations in evaluation values of candidate solutions.
In each method, evaluation values fluctuate by ±10% with various rates each time the evaluation agent is called to compute the evaluation values of candidate solutions. For example, in T2 and T4, the evaluation agent is required to evaluate multiple candidate solutions that participate tournament competitions. The resulting evaluation values may fluctuate multiple time. A fluctuation of ±10% means that if a real user assigns a value of 6 in a 10-stage evaluation, the evaluation value may be 5 or 7.
The fluctuation of evaluation values in the simulation occurs with fluctuation rate r% whenever the evaluation agent computes evaluation values of candidate solutions using Equations (1) Figure 3 shows the results of the performance comparison between the three methods. A 15 bits simulation was performed because music, animation, and image generation IGA systems, described in Section 5, have 15 or 16 bits. When the fluctuation rate is 0%, T2 achieves the highest absolute grading values for all gene lengths. NIGA achieves the second highest values, and T4 achieves the lowest values. Even though T4 is an improved method of T2, the evolution performance of T2 is higher than that of T4. This result occurs because the selection operation in GA uses normalized evaluation values. In T2, the selection operation of GA never select candidate solutions that lost in first rounds; it only selects from the eight candidate solutions that won. However, in T4, all candidate solutions may be selected to participate in the crossover operation of GA. Therefore, the absolute grading value of T2 is higher than that of T4. In the simulation performed, we observe that in a 10-stage evaluation, for any gene lengths and fluctuation rates, all methods obtain a value of 8 or more by the 20 th iteration. In the experiments using 20 subjects conducted beforehand, we found that in a 10-stage evaluation, each subject can satisfy approximately 80% of landscapes that were assigned a value of more than 8 by him/herself. In addition, for a reliability of 5%, the estimation range of the population obtained using t-estimation was between 76.3% and 90.3%. Therefore, all methods can generate candidate solutions that can satisfy the user. Next, we perform an evaluation experiment with real users to demonstrate the usability and quality the evaluation loads of T2 and T4. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
EVALUATION EXPERIMENT
Outline of evaluation experiment
We conducted an evaluation experiment to validate effectiveness of the tournament-style evaluation. In the evaluation experiment, we used music, animation, and image generation IGA systems. A total of 42 subjects in their 20s participated in the experiment, which form a statistically different group. In the experiment, we evaluated the objects in the following order: music, animation, and images. Different objects were evaluated with a gap of approximately one week between the evaluations of consecutive objects. Following the evaluation experiment, the subjects evaluated the usability of NIGA, T2, and T4 methods with the 5-stage evaluation and expressed their preferences about the generated candidates. The order of evaluation methods (NIGA, T2, and T4) was randomly selected for every subject.
We created a sound-equalizer system for evaluating music, a kaleidoscope-animation system for evaluating animations, and a running-shoes-design system for evaluating images. Subjects used the sound-equalizer system based on the concept that listeners will choose their favorite music when they listen to music. They used the kaleidoscope-animation system based on the concept that viewer will choose their favorite kaleidoscope animation that they want to use for a screen-saver on their computers. Finally, they used the running-shoes-design system based on the concept that customers will select the runningshoes design that they want to wear to enjoy running. Subjects were finished to use the system when 80% of the presented candidate solutions became satisfactory. Upon completion of each system, subjects selected their favorite candidate solution. In NIGA, subjects selected their favorite candidate solution in the final generation. In T2 and T4, subjects selected the winner candidate solution of the tournament competition in the final generation. Following the experiment, subjects used a 5-stage evaluation process to evaluate their satisfaction level for these three candidate solutions. The evaluation experiment was performed using the parameters shown in Table 1 .
Sound-equalizer system
The sound-equalizer system is composed of infinite impulse response (IIR) peaking filters. An IIR peaking filter has three parameters: the center frequency, f c ; quality factor, Q; and gain value, g.
The sound-equalizer system has eight center frequencies, f c : 60, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000 [Hz] . Each center frequency has a codes gain. Because each gain is represented by 2 bits, the gene length is 16 bits. The quality factor Q is 1/√ -2. Table 2 shows the gain values of the sound equalizer. During the evaluation, each piece of music is played for approximately 10 [s].
Kaleidoscope-animation system
The kaleidoscope-animation system uses the hue-value transform filter. Figure 5 shows the hue-value transform filter. The filter changes only the hue-value of pixels in the original image. The hue-value transform filter is created by spline curves of four points a i (0 ≤ i ≤ 3). A kaleidoscope animation is generated by moving two triangles on a hue-transformed image. The movement of triangles generates a kaleidoscope pattern that expands outwards from its center. In addition, the kaleidoscope animation rotates to left at a speed of 3 [°/s] to simulate a user rotating the kaleidoscope. Figure 6 shows the gene coding of the running-shoesdesign system. The design of a running shoes consists of five parts: sole, base, toe, line, and shoelace. There are 8 designs available for each part, which are expressed by 3 bits. Therefore, the gene length is 15 bits. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show interfaces of the sound-equalizer, kaleidoscope-animation, and running-shoes-design systems, respectively.
Running-shoes-design system
Evaluation interfaces
During NIGA evaluation, subjects used sliders to input evaluation value from 1 to 10. When users finishes evaluating all candidates, they used the "Next" or "End" buttons to indicate whether to generate new candidates or to finish creating candidates.
During the evaluation of T2 and T4 methods, users rated superiority or inferiority of each competing candidate by pressing the button displayed under the candidates. The progress of the tournament was depicted in the tournament table located in the upper sections of T2 and T4 interfaces. When the user finishes the final round, they either generated new candidates by pressing the "Next" button or finish creating candidates by pressing the "End" button. In addition, the kaleidoscope-animation system displays an image of the kaleidoscope-animation on the initial display. In general, it is believed that when users watch animations on their computer, they cannot clearly imagine the animation. However, when subjects become familiar with evaluating animations, they can evaluate animation objects as well as images without having to play the kaleidoscope-animation. In our experiment, we instructed subjects to evaluate animation objects after viewing the animation playback. Figure 10 shows the average and standard deviations of satisfaction levels of generated candidates resulting from each method. The satisfaction levels of three methods (NIGA, T2, and T4) were approximately 4 for all evaluated objects. Figure 11 shows the distribution of satisfaction levels. More than 70% of all subjects assigned a value of 4 to all the evaluation objects, independent of the method. Therefore, we performed the Friedman test to confirm the statistically significant differences of the satisfaction levels of each method. Table 3 shows the results of the Friedman test. The Friedman test showed that when the significance level was 5%, the statistically significant differences of the satisfaction levels of each method could not be confirmed for all evaluation objects. Therefore, we confirmed that the three methods can generate candidates that satisfied the Kansei of the subjects.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Satisfaction levels of generated candidates
However, the final generation of each method resulted in different candidates who satisfied the subjects. Figure  12 shows the average and standard deviations of the final generations. The final generation of NIGA was the most generations of three methods for all the evaluation objects. Figure 13 shows the distribution of final generations. Approximately 80% of the subjects using T2 and T4 and 50% of the subjects using NIGA finished evaluating candidate solutions by the 4 th generation. The Friedman test results in Table 3 show that for animation and image objects, the statistically significant difference of the final generations of each method was confirmed when the significance level was 1%. Moreover, we performed the Scheffe's multiple comparison test to confirm whether there is a significant difference between the three methods. Table 4 shows the results of the Scheffe's multiple comparison test. In Table 4 , the methods that produce significantly better results are indicated in italics. The Scheffe's multiple comparison test shows that for animation and image objects, when the significance level was 1%, the statistically significant difference of the final generations of T2 and T4 were significantly lower than those of NIGA. This result occurs because in the NIGA evaluation method, all candidates are presented to the subjects simultaneously. When subjects did not have a clear target design, they often assigned similar evaluation values to all candidates. Therefore, because differences between evaluation values were small, it was difficult to evolve the solutions. In T2 and T4 methods, because defeated candidates are assigned low evaluation values and winning candidates high evaluation values, we expect these differences between evaluation values. Moreover, in T2 and T4 methods, candidate solutions converged faster than those in NIGA. In addition, by analyzing the comments provided by the subjects, we concluded that During evaluation using the NIGA method, preferences of users change. When the target design of objects is not clear, because subjects are presented multiple candidates simultaneously, they hesitate to evaluate solutions, and consequently, their preferences might change during the evaluation of a NIGA generation. Therefore, when the NIGA method is used, the number of generations required to ascertain the preferences of subjects increases. Conversely, because T2 and T4 methods present only two candidates at a time, subjects rarely hesitated to evaluate a candidate solution. Figure 14 shows the average and standard deviations of the usability of each method. The usability of T2 and T4 methods is higher than that of the NIGA method. Figure  15 shows the distribution of the usability. Approximately 70% of the subjects rated the usability of T2 and T4 with 4 or more. However, approximately 30% of the subjects evaluating music, approximately 40% of the subjects evaluating animation, and approximately 60% of the subjects evaluating images rated the usability of NIGA with 4. The Friedman test results in Table 3 show that when the significance level is 1%, the statistically significant difference in the usability of each method is confirmed for all evaluation objects. Moreover, the Scheffe's multiple comparison results presented in Table 4 show that when the significance level is 1%, the usability of T2 and T4 is significantly higher than that of NIGA for evaluating music and image objects. In case of animation, the Scheffe's multiple comparison test showed that when the significance level is 1%, the usability of T2 was significantly higher than that of NIGA. Therefore, interfaces of the T2 method are easier to use that those of the NIGA when evaluating candidates.
Usability and evaluation time of each system
In an IEC system, the time spent to evaluate candidates is significant factor to reduce the evaluation load of users. Figure 16 shows the average and standard deviations of the time spent to evaluate candidates for each method. The evaluation time of a system is the time from the initial presentation of candidate solutions to the selection of the favorite candidate solution from the candidate solutions in the final generation. Because music and animation objects were presented sequentially and not simultaneously, the time needed to evaluate music and animation objects was longer than that needed to evaluate image objects. For all objects evaluated, the evaluation time required for the T4 method was longer than that required for the NIGA and T2 methods. Figure 17 shows Table 3 show that when the significance level is 5% and 1%, the statistically significant differences of the evaluation times of the method are confirmed for animation and image objects. Moreover, the Scheffe's multiple comparison results in Table 4 show that for animation objects, when significance level is 5%, the evaluation time for NIGA is significantly shorter than that for T4. For image objects, the Scheffe's multiple comparison results show that when significance level is 1% and 5%, the evaluation time for T2 is significantly shorter than that for NIGA and T4. Because the T2 method required fewer generations than those by NIGA and T4, the evaluation time for T2 is short. The T4 method causes subjects to hesitate when making evaluations, the evaluation time is longer. Specifically, in each round of T4, subjects hesitate evaluating large or small differences. The experimental results show that all methods can generate candidate solutions for all evaluation objects that satisfy the subjects.
Usability of T2 and T4 for evaluating music objects was significantly higher than that of NIGA. The statistically significant differences of final generations and evaluation times were not confirmed. However, final generations of each method ranked in the following decreasing order: T2, T4, and NIGA. Moreover, the evaluation times for each method ranked in the following decreasing order: T2, NIGA, and T4.
The usability of T2 for evaluating animation objects was significantly higher than that of NIGA. The final generations of T2 and T4 was significantly lower than that of NIGA. However, the evaluation time for T4 was significantly longer than that for NIGA. Evaluation times for NIGA and T2 were approximately equal. Therefore, when the evaluation object is represented as time-series data, i.e., music and animation, T2 reduces the evaluation load of users more than NIGA and T4. The usability of T2 and T4 for evaluating image objects was significantly higher than that of NIGA. The final generations of T2 and T4 was significantly lower than that of NIGA. The evaluation time for T2 was significantly shorter than those for NIGA and T4. In T4, subjects hesitated making evaluations about whether candidates are good or very good. However, the final generations of T4 was significantly lower than that of NIGA. Therefore, when evaluating images, T2 and T4 reduce the evaluation load of users more than NIGA.
Subjects' comments
Finally, we collected subjects' comments about tournament-style evaluations and improved methods. The major comments were as follows: (1) "It was difficult to evaluate the round between similar candidates." (2) "The first round was competition between candidates that had high evaluation values." The first comment was because tournament-style evaluation methods force subjects to choose a winner and loser. To solve this problem, we should add buttons to the interface of the tournament evaluation that allow subjects to choose "both are good" or "both are not good." If the user clicks either the "both are good" or the "both are not good" button, the system randomly decides the winner.
The second comment was because pairings of candidates were randomly selected in each generation. To solve this problem, we need to coordinate the pairing of candidates. For example, candidates who are expected to receive a low evaluation value should be paired to compete with those who are expected to receive high evaluation values. To apply this approach, it is necessary to predict evaluation values of candidates.
CONCLUSION
We described the effectiveness of IEC with tournament-style evaluation which was validated by reducing the evaluation load of IEC users. The numerical simulation results showed that the evolution performance of NIGA, T2, and T4 methods were approximately equal. The results of evaluation experiments with real users showed that the statistically significant difference of the satisfaction levels of candidates generated by the NIGA, T2, and T4 methods could not be confirmed. However, the statistically significant difference of the usability of each method was confirmed for all evaluation objects. Therefore, when evaluating music and animation objects, T2 reduces the evaluation load of users more than NIGA. When evaluating image objects, T2 and T4 reduce the evaluation load of the users more than NIGA. In future studies, we will focus on improving interfaces of tournament-style evaluations.
